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ABSTRACT 

The transformation from current to constituent quark basis states 

is discussed as it applies to relating amplitudes for photon-nucleon and 

pion-nucleon decays of baryon resonances. The predictions for the 

relative signs of pion photoproduction amplitudes proceeding through 

baryon resonances in the 70 L=l and 56 L=2 multiplets are presented - 

and compared with experiment. Theory and experiment are found to be 

completely consistent, with the pion-nucleon decay amplitudes of reso- 

nances in the 70 L=l having the signs characteristic of the (3,g) - (8,3) - 

rather than (8,1) - (1,8) term in the transformed axial-vector charge. 
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A considerable advance in the theory of weak and electromagnetic transitions 

of hadrons has been achieved recently through formulation and application of the 

idea of a unitary transformation from current to constituent quark states. 1 By 

abstracting certain algebraic properties of the transformed vector and axial- 

vector currents found in the free quark model by Melosh, 2 and identifying the 

observed hadrons with simple constituent quark model states, one is able to 

relate many different hadron’ - hadron + current transition amplitudes to each 

other. 3 

In particular, with the assumption of PCAC, pion transitions fall within 

the domain of applicability of the theory. As a result, both TN and TA decay 

widths and the relative signs of the decay amplitudes for different N*‘s provide 

tests of the theory. 334 Although pionic decay widths, particularly of mesons, 

provide some experimental support of the theory, the relative signs of partial 

wave amplitudes in TN - 7rA provide a crucial test which the theory seems to 

fail49 5 when compared to the present analysis 697 of the reaction 7i.N -+ nrN. 

The reaction yN -+ TN provides another test of the theory. In this case, 

both the N* - TN and N* - yN amplitudes are involved, so that in principle 

information about each vertex is obtainable for comparison with the theory. In 

addition, this reaction is considerably cleaner from the standpoint of experi- 

mental analysis, as no broad overlapping resonances are present in the final 

state. Of course, if the theory is correct, the information on the N* -. ?rN 

vertex obtained from yN - IAN must agree with that on the N* --L TN and N* - nA 

vertices obtained from TN -c rA. 

In this paper we will present the predictions for the relative signs of ampli- 

tudes for yN - nN following from the algebraic properties of the transformed 

vector and axial-vector currents, as abstracted from the free quark model 
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calculation of Melosh. 2 Comparison with experiment yields 7r.N and yN coupling 

signs which are consistent with the theory and which imply that for N*‘s in 

the 70 L=l multiplet, N* - TN amplitudes have the signs characteristic of the - 

(3,s) - (3,3) rather than (8,l) - (1,8) term in the transformed axial-vector 

charge. 

The specific matrix elements we need to consider are of the form 

< hadron’ I QF Ihadron> and <hadron’ I Dz I ha&on>. The operators Q 5” and DF 

are the axial-vector charge and the first moment of the vector current density, 

respectively: 

Q; = 
s 

d3x A;(?, t) (1) 

(2) 

QF is one of sixteen vector and axial-vector charges, Qa! and Qt for a=l, . . . ,8, 

which form the chiral SU(3) x SU(3) current algebra of Gell-Mann. 8 Taken be- 

tween states at infinite momentum, this is a subalgebra of the still larger SU(6)w 

algebra of currents. 9 

We label an irreducible representation (IR) of chiral SU(3) x SU(3) as 

1 
(A, WS,’ Lz where A and B are the representations of Q”!+QF and &a -QF 

I 
respectively, and S, is the eigenvalue of Qg , the singlet axial-vector charge. 

The quantity Lz is then defined as Lz = J,-S,. With such a labeling, QF trans- 

forms as (8, l). - 
1 

W3),, 0) and Dy \ as h I),+ M3)o, l lj. 1 

Representations of SU(3) x SU(3) can then be built up from the representa- 

tions (3,1$, (1,3)-+ (1,3),9, and (%lh+ which we define to be the current 

quark and current antiquark states with z spin projection 53. As such, we 

might attempt to form baryons as qqq and mesons as qq. Such simple combinations 
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of quar,k states lead to irreducible representations of SU(3) x SU(3) character- 

izing the transformation properties of hadrons under the algebra of currents. 10 

However, it has long been known that the physically observed hadrons, like the 

nucleon, do not transform as simple JR’s of the algebra of currents. For 

example, if the nucleon were built of only three current quarks, gA would equal 

5/3 and pA would vanish. Phenomenological analysis’lshows that the nucleon 

and other hadrons are quite complicated mixtures of IRIS of the algebra of 

currents. 

Let us assume that there exists a unitary operator, V, which transforms 

the IR characteristic of simple combinations of current quarks into the corre- 

sponding physical state: 

I hadron> = V IIR, currents > . 

Then a matrix element we wish to consider may be rewritten 

(3) 

<hadron! I Qt I hadron > = < IR’ , currents IV-lQFV IIR, currents > , (4) 

and similarly for matrix elements of Dz . 

The operators V-lQzV and V-lDzV may be studied as independent quantities, 

and then applied to calculating the matrix element formed by taking Qz or Dz 

between any two hadron states. 12 Following the work of Melosh, 2 we abstract 

the algebraic properties of V-lQfV and V-‘D,“V from the free quark model, 

and assume that: 

V-lQ:V transforms as a sum of 
1 @Ao- (Wo9 0) 

(5) 
and 1 (3,3),, -1 I - 1 t3,3)-1’ 1 

V-‘D,“V transforms as a sum of 
1 
(8, Vo+ (1, Wo, + 1 

and 1 (3& 01 

and 1 (%3)-1’ 2) 9 

(6) 
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and all terms behave as components of the 35 representation of the full SU(6)w - 

of currents . 

With the assumption that the lR in Eq. (3) is that of the simple quark 

model, where baryons are qqq and mesons qq with internal angular momentum 

L between the quarks, we know the transformation properties of all quantities 

appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (4). One matrix element may be re- 

lated to another by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the SU(6)w of currents. 

In particular, for given initial and final SU(6)w multiplets, Eqs. (5) and (6) 

show that4 there are at most two independent reduced matrix elements for QF, 

and at most three for D+“. 

Invoking the PCAC hypothesis, we find a proportionality between matrix 

elements of Qt (between states at infinite momentum), and those of the pion 

field, $z. The theory then applies to all pion transitions between hadrons, 3 

and in particular to the decays of the 70 L=l and 56 L=2 baryon resonances by 

pion emission into the ground state 56 L=O. For each of these sets of decays - 

we have two independent reduced matrix elements, corresponding to the 

(3Jo-(I,3J, and (3,9)I-(%3)-I terms in V-lQ:V, and all helicity amplitudes 

for the respective decays may be expressed in terms of them. 4 Linear combin- 

ations of these reduced matrix elements have definite orbital angular momentum 

(Q) properties (between the final hadron and pion), and these are most convenient 

for our purposes here. 

Therefore, for 70 L=l --L 56 L=O and 56 L=2 -+ 56 L=O pionic decays we - - - - 

express the N* -L nN amplitudes in terms of amplitudes 13 S and D, corresponding 

to Q=O and 2, and in terms of amplitudes P and F corresponding to Q=l and 3, 
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respectively. 4,13 The normalization is chosen such that 

<L=l II (8, l). - (1, S), II L=O > = + (S+ZD) 

, 
<L=lII (3, 3)1-(& 3)-111L=0 > = $ (S-D) 

(7) 

and 

<L=2II (8, l). - (l,8)oll L=O> = ; (2P+3F) 

(8) 

<L=2II (34- (5,3)-,I1 L=O> = 5 $P-F) . 

Then S=+D and P=+F if only the (8, l). - (1, 8). term in V-‘Q,V is present, and 

S= -2D and 2P= -3F if only (3, s), - (3, 3)-1 is present. Note that for either the 

70 L=l or 56 L=2 pionic decays the Q-amplitudes have the same (opposite) sign - 

if they originate from the (8, l). - (I, S), ((3, ii), - (3, 3)-1) term in V-lQ,V. 

Thus their relative sign is a direct indication of which term is dominant in a 

particular set of decays from one SU(6) multiplet to another. 

For the N* --L yN vertex we need no additional assumption: matrix elements 

of Dz are proportional to helicity ~1 real photon transition amplitudes between 

states at infinite momentum. While we have made an extensive analysis IL4 of 

both meson and baryon photon transitions within the context of the present theory, 

we only employ here the results for yN decays of baryon resonances in the 

70 L=l and 56 L=2 multiplets. For the 70 L=l decays to yN, only the - - - 

I (8, U. + (1,8)o, 11 and \(3& 0 terms in V-‘D,“V can contribute, as I ALz I 11, 1 

and we label the reduced matrix elements as RI and R2 respectively. For 

56 L=2 decays the 
1 
(8,1) + (1, 8)o, I/ , [(3, 3)1,0) , and ((3, 3)-1, 2} terms in 

V-‘D,“V can all contribute, and their reduced matrix elements are defined as 
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To construct the predictions for relative signs in yN - nN, we consider the 

usual expansion of helicity amplitudes 15 

f,+ 0) = c PJ+l) &(B) f;#) 9 (7) 
J 

where h and p are the net helicities in the initial and final state, respectively. 
. 

A given resonance with spin J contributes a pole to f$s) whose residue is 

proportional to the product of the resonance couplings to yN (with net helicity 

h) and to TN (with net helicity y). For each resonance with given Jp, there are 

two independent 16 photon couplings and therefore two independent partial wave 

helicity amplitudes PA, which we choose as fT fJ J 
m, l/2 

and fI,2, 3,2 . In Table I 

we list the product of the theoretically predicted yN and nN couplings, l7 as 

they contribute to yp - 7?n and yn - n-p in the amplitudes fT,2 I,2 J 
, and fl/2, 3/2 

for resonances in the 70 L=l and 56 L=2. 

valuesI - 

Also given are the experimental 

for the resonant amplitudes, as analyzed by Moorhouse and Oberlack. 18,19 

First consider states in the 70 L=l, and in particular the D13(1520), as - 

observed in yp- 7r’n, which we take as input. The nearly zero h=1/2 amplitude 

(compared to that for h=3/2) must arise from a cancellation between the RI and 

R2 reduced matrix elements (RI C! +2R2), which establishes both their relative 

sign and magnitude. 2o From fi$ 3,2 
, 

on protons, we may fix FID to be positive, 

using the free overall sign we have at our disposal. Taking D/S to be negative, 

all other amplitudes for resonances in the 70 L=l are now fixed in sign, with - 

the predicted signs listed in the table. 21 All 12 remaining signs agree with 

experiment, with the possible exception of the poorly determined amplitudes 

for production on neutrons of the SII(1715) and D,,(1670) with h=1/2 and the 

D13(1700) with A=3/2, which are zero within errors. 22 In particular, we note 
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that the sign of D/S can be determined from the rather well determined S11(1535) 

and D,,(1520) amplitudes on a proton target. Possible mixing of the quark 

spin l/2 and 3/2 SII and D13 states does not change this result, since the 

N* - ?/p vertex vanishes for the S=3/2 states. 

For the 56 L=2, we fix our attention on the F15(1688). - Again Ri and R6 

must cancel each other (Ri N + J3 Ri) to make the A =1/2 amplitude small in 
+ yp -Tn. Furthermore, Rh must also be negligible to yield the small 

h=3/2 amplitude in yn - n-p. Choosing RiF to be positive to agree with the 

large A=3/2 amplitude in ?/p - ?rcn, we predict ail(5) other experimentally 

determined resonance signs correctly. Unfortunately, no photoproduction 

amplitudes for p-wave Z-N resonances in the 56 L=2 are known, so we can say - 

nothing yet about the sign of P/F. 

In summary, there is agreement of the experimentally determined signs 

of resonant amplitudes in VN - TN with the theory. Furthermore S/D negative 

for TN decays of baryons in the ‘70 L=l is strongly indicated. This is the sign - 

of S/D given by the (3, s), - (3,3)-I term in V-lQ:V. It furthermore is the 

sign suggested 3-5 in TN - nA, if the resonant amplitudes (of the D13(1520)) 

below the energy gap in the analyzed data for TN 4 nnN could be reversed rela- 

tive to those above the gap. In as much as there is no such gap in the photo- 

production data, the agreement found in the present paper lends strong support 

to the theory for yN and TN decays, and to the dominance of the (3,g) I - (2,3)-I 

term in V-lQFV in the TN decays of resonances in the 70 L=l. We will present 

more quantitative tests of this theory of photon transitions in the near future. 14 

We thank M. Kugler, S. Meshkov, R. G. Moorhouse, and H. Oberlack 

for informative discussions. 
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TABLE I 

Comparison of predictions for signs of resonant amplitudes in yN -TN with 

experimental values. Resonant states are labeled by their corresponding quark 

model quantum numbers Jp and [SU(3) multiplet]2S+1, where S is the net quark 

spin. The labels p and n stand for the processes 3/p -, n+n and yn + n-p respec- 

tively, while A=1/2 and A=3/2 refer to the partial wave helicity amplitudes 

fJ J 
mm and f l/2,3/2 - In the 70 L=l, S/D is taken to be negative to obtain the - 

predicted signs given in the table. 
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Resonance Product of 

Theoretical Couplingsllir 

Predicted Experimental 

Sign Value17$ IL8 

D13(1=‘0) 

3/2-, 1231~ 

Sl$l535) 

l/2-, PI2 

S31(1640) 

l/2 -, [lOI 

D33t16W 

3/2 -, [ lOI 

D15 (1670) 

3/2-, ~81~ 

Dl3(1700) 

3/2 -, [8J4 

Sll(l715) 

l/2-, PI4 

p, h=1/2 

p, X=3/2 

n, A=1/2 

n, A=3/2 

p, h=l/2 

n, A=l/2 

p, x=1/2 

p, A.=1/2 

p, h=3/2 

p, h=l/2 

p, X=3/2 

n, h=1/2 

n, A=3/2 

p, A=l/2 

p, h=3/2 

n, X=1/2 

n, h=3/2 

p, A=112 

n, h=l/2 

70 L=l 

(l/54) tJQ-2R2)D 

(a/54) RID 

(1/162)(3Rl-2R2)D 

(J3/54) RID 

t- l/54) (Rl+R2)S 

(- 1/162)(3Rl+R2)S 

(-l/648) (3Rl-R2)S 

(1/648)(3Rl+2R2)D 

(&3/2W RID 

0 

0 

(l/180) R2D 

(&/W R2D 

0 

0 

(l/1620) R2D 

(&3/540) R2D 

0 

(l/324) R2S 

MO (input) - 26*15 

+ (input) +194*31 

+ + 85zt14 

+ +124&13 

+ + 5%20 

-I- + 48*21 

-l- + 90*76 

-I- 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 68*42 

+ 2%52 

+ l&l2 

+ 21*20 

- lo*40 

+ 35*14 

+ 3%? 

+ 20&I? 

+ 28*? 

- 27=t? 

+ 66442 

+ 72*66 
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Resonance Product of Predicted Experimental 
Theoretical Couplings17 Sign Valuel’ 3 l8 

F15WW 

5/2’, 1 8i2 

Pl3(1860) 

3/2+, ~81~ 

F37t19W 

7,‘2+, [ lOI 

FQ5 (18 90) 

5/2+, [ lo] 4 

p33( ) 

3/2+, [ IO] 4 

P31(1860) 

1/2+, [ lo] 4 

p, A=112 

p, A=3,2 

n, X=1/2 

n, A=3/2 

56 L=2 - 

(2~/‘135)~~-J3R~)F NNO (input) 

(2&/135) (,~Ri’+ R;)F -t (input) 

(- 4,135) R; F 

(+4$3,405) RL F =O (input) 

- 8*4 

-I-1005 12 

- 17*14 

+ 5k18 

p, A=l,2 (- 2,135) ($3 R;+2Ri)P 

p, A=3,2 (2,135) (RI-2& Rh)P 

n, X=1/2 (- 8,405) Rb P 

n, A=3/2 (- 8&,405) R; P 

p, x=1,2 (- 8,4725) (6R;+&R;)F 

p, h=3,2 (- 8,4725) (2$15 R;+fiR;)F 

p, h=1,2 (- 24,13175)(R+kR~)F 

p, A=3,2 (- 8+&,13175) (3& R;-2&Z R;)F 

p, h=l,2 (- 8,2025) (Rb-fi R;)P 

p, A=3,2 (+ 8,2025)(J3 R;+& Rh)P 

p, A=l,2 (8,2025) (R;+fiRb)P 

- 133k46 

-100*41 

- 6Oir? 

-lOO* ? 
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